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WHAT'S HANGING ON YOUR WALLS?
“Art is one of those few wonders in life that can speak to you without even uttering a word.”
- IAYSHA SALIH -

E

xperienced consultant and

THE ART OF SOURCING ARTWORK

much joy; It is an intuitive connection, and

international art dealer, Iaysha

Iaysha appreciates that the majority of

one that resonates above the frequency of

Salih, turns vision into reality

her clients lead busy lifestyles. Whether

conventional communication.

for her clients. Having begun her career

on a fleeting visit to the UK, or simply

as an art director and fine artist, Iaysha

sourcing a unique piece of art as a gift,

is passionate about art, but unable to

went on to own her own art gallery in

she will manage her clients' expectations

dedicate the time to source the artworks.

Royal Tunbridge Wells. After 12 successful

to great effect.

The clients can expect works that are of

years, she sold the gallery and decided

Among the many benefits of using

A typical client would be someone who

the highest quality and can be shipped to

to work privately for her clients, sourcing

Iaysha Art Consultancy is having access

whatever destination required. This can

and curating artwork for homeowners,

to her extensive network of contacts,

be for a private residence or a business,

businesses, private collectors, interior

which enables her to source works that

either as a one-off piece or a larger

designers and architects.

otherwise are not readily available. Iaysha

collection of works.

Iaysha’s success stems from her love

is fortunate to be closely associated with a

for the visual medium and having been

number of well-known artists, which gives

actively involved in the art industry for

her clients direct access to works not on

over 25 years. This has helped her

the market.

develop a rather unique client base,

Art is an investment for some, but Iaysha

To discuss your personal art requirements,
contact Iaysha: iaysha@iaysha.com

with the sole aim of assisting clients in

Art Consultancy encourages clients to go

adorning their walls with the art that

for pieces that move and inspire them.

For more information about Iaysha, visit:

inspires them.

Looking at a piece of art can bring so

www.iaysha.com
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